Preprocessing data collected with the ACTS propagation terminal by Gaff, Doug
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MARK Step
• Automatic Procedure
• Functions
Fills holes in data
Transfers status information for beacon and
radiometer signals
Checks beacon and radiometer data for
large slope changes
Checks system voltages and temperatures
to ensure that they're in range
Types of Marks put on data
• Beacon Acquisition Mode
• Tracking Disabled
• Bad DRX data
• Low SNR on Beacon
,, Radiometer Calibration
• Radiometer in Setup
• Data Missing
• Statistical Failure
• Equipment Failure
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ACTS BEACON EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS FAULT LOG
PERIOD (MONTH/YEAR):
UTC UTC CATE- CHANNELS
TIME TIME GORY CAUSE & ACTION AFFECTED
START STOP
CIRCLE DAYS WITHOUT FAULT
CIRCLE DAYS WHEN DATA WERE ARCHIVED TO TAPE
Catgforv definitions: 0 = No effect on collected data. Dart were coUec_ed, but something not£_e htppmed.
1 = Clear air downtime. Contributes to rain time base, but not scintillation ti_e I_e.
2 = Non-clear air down-time, potentially missed rain event data.
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ACTS BEACON EXPERIMENT EVENT LOG
STATION NAME: PERIOD (MONTH/YEAR):
# UTC UTC UTC
DAY TIME TIME
START STOP
EVENT
TYPE
S R L S
C A T N
! I N O
N N G W
PRECIPITATION
TIP MAX.
COUNT RATE
(.Ol") (M_m)
mll
COMMENTS [NIT
1 2 3 4 5
17 18 19 20 21
CIRCLE DAYS WITHOUT EVENT
6 7 8 9 10 11
22 23 24 25 26 27
12 13 14 15
28 29 30 31
16
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EDIT Step
User- Controlled Procedure
Functions
• User checks "Low SNR," "Statistical Failure,"
and "Equipment Failure" status tags for
possible bad data
• User marks portions of data bad if necessary
,, All data is "tagged" good or bad upon exit
from this step
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RADIOMETER CALIBRATION Step
• Automatic Procedure
• Functions
Convert radiometer voltages to sky
temperature in Kelvin and then to ARD in dB
Hot and Cold Load calibrations applied
Noise Diode and Reference Load
calibrations applied
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BIAS REMOVAL Step
User- Controlled Procedure
Function
User removes signal fluctuations due to
diurnal variation, front end heating, ice on
the feed, etc.
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CHECK PLOT Step
• Automatic Procedure
• Functions
Generates a plot similar to the daily plot
which displays AFS and ARD
All data "tagged" bad is excluded from plot
User checks this plot to ensure that all bad
data and all signal fluctuations were
removed in the EDIT and BIAS REMOVAL
steps
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